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Peace babes, 

As an O- Being, I'm hella deep in my feelings. To catch the world up on what I'm 

talking about, allow me to refer you all to follow me on IG @_HelloMyNameIsAngela. 

My King's wife is on some fatal attraction stuff. I have been dealing with this mess 11 

years. I am beyond fed up and I seriously believe this woman needs clinical help. She 

is not only the mother of 3 beautiful children I love like my own. But also a leader of 

the community that tends to autistic children. Someone needs to tend to her. This is 

my very serious cry for help. 

I believe now is a beautiful time to honor my thoughts. So, here we go... 

There's a part of me that wants to rejoice because all the creepy stuff I've always 

suspected was going on in the dark is coming to light. Toya is proving her dealing 

with black magic in a very public way. I am far too busy healing myself to pay 

attention to what other people have going on. Still, all this stuff comes to me. Which 

is emotionally overwhelming to me in a very intense way. 

My heart is heavy because my journey involves some dark ass energy. I've always 

worked so hard to manifest light. Which has made me an energetic attraction to 

energy vampires, who energetically dial into me. My big ol heart found it easy to feel 

sorry for someone else's wrong doing. Allowing me to think thoughts that give 

permission to abusive energy to have it's way with me. I didn't notice the outside 

interference because I was  far too busy abusing myself. 



I could hear tragic stories on the news and be sick a week behind that. How? Because that 

pain I recognized in the outside world matched the pain  I felt like I was feeling internally. 

All this mental science stuff sounds loopy. Until it begins to make sense. 

Last year was an intense but necessary year for me. I felt some uncomfortable energy in 

my immediate surroundings, I addressed it head on, established boundaries and began to 

love myself deeper than I ever had. I was kicked out of 2 seperate project apartments and 

even spent a few days in a bando. Just to keep my family in the same city. I wasn't even 

with my King. Nor lookin for some new dude to lay under. I just wanted to provide my 

family with the peace of being together. O- people can be quite extreme... 

My heart is heavy because one of my peers is so intimidated by my essence, she is 

becoming violent to her parents. In front of her children. She revealed some tell all 

things. And I have a feeling that's not even the tip of the iceberg. Her children are 

witnessing all of this, programming their chakras to match the level of fear, shame and 

guilt they are constantly witnessing. From their mother. Who they see as themselves. 

This is a very sad situation. My life is a good example of  the consequences those kinda 

experiences can manifest to in the adult years.   

Humans are so intense! Why can't we just love and figure everything else out along our 

journey? 

I accept that Toya is attracting the fate she desires. It's not fair for me to force my wishes 

for her and her family on them. If they have other ideas for themselves, it is intrusive for 

me to add my ideas to theirs. Even if I feel like their ideas are dangerous and my ideas are, 

especially considering the children. Whatever she manifests is what she wants. I need to 

stay in my lane. I accept that. I apologize. Send love and light and detach as I fly on to 

doper realites. 

Jon has reached out today, by text. I'm not even interested in reading, so I'm not. Instead, 

I've been diving deep into the creator of my fave show, "Love Is..." It comes on tonight and 

this will be episode number 5. This show is a super close depiction of my love experience 

w/my King. Yes, intense realites have been manifested. However, our love is undeniable 

and I am thankful for that. I listen to our playlists on tough days and cry. Watching this 

show is therapeutic for me. I appreciate that... 

These days, my King and I are both learning the various faces love can have. I send this 

man sooooo much love n lite energy. However, I don't vibe w/his current version. So I 

choose to continue my journey void of him. Love is allows me to see Jon's essence and 

connect with his soul on a much deeper and unconditionally beautiful reality. Simply bc it 

is full of love I work hard to manifest sunshine and unicorns in my King's absence. When 

he shows up, he just dampens the energy. So I prefer the distance. My personal world feels 

better than the one we are currently living.  



I spent the day watching Mara Brock Akil's character, Nori, who is a Gemini and her 

husband Salm Akil's character Yasir who's character is fiery with passionate, so 

emotional, he silent  yet mysterious and sexy man, figure it all out. She believes in the 

majic of love.His energy feels like he despretly needs love. 

The love Nori and Yasir makes reminds me of the love Jon and I have had, but only I 

noticed. Yasir/Salim reminds me of Jon.  Which gives me hope. Thru this show, I get to see 

a more peaceful side of me and Jon's existence than the one he and I have manifested on 

my own. 

Tonight, I look forward to watching yet another episode of my favorite show, After 

meditating to send my Tribe Love and light energy, According to society, Toya, my King's 

wife, is supposed to be my sworn enemy, in my eyes. I'm O-. I Con't do that! She represents 

me. Always has. If I were as lost as she is, I would manifest love into my life. So in my 

world, that's what  happens. Thanks to Love Is, I no longer obsess about unfortunate 

realities in my lil love life and how things can get worse. Instead, I am thinking about how 

my life would be if I too became a professional story telle like Mrs. Mara. By way of all 

media. The visions board hanging above my bed says media maven in the making. It also 

has Oprah, front and center. Law of Attraction, I have faced my latest fear, shame and 

guilt. I've survived. Now I wanna know, how good can it get!?  #YNot 

I'm committed to thoughts that feel good. For once, I'm ready to live happily ever after. So 

this is my journey to just that. 

TTYL <3 


